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Pronken as Practice. 
Material Culture in The 
Netherlands, 1650-1800 



Eye-catchers in an 18 th -century 
fishing viLLage 

The starting point for this article is 1Sth-century Maassluis, a booming fishing 

village in the south of the province of Holland, near Rotterdam. Studying its probate 

inventories, one enters a world of abundance, a world that apparently offered 

ample room for performative display of goods nullifying their functional qualities. 

Inhabitants of Maassluis not only crammed their cupboards with whole arrays of 

silver buttons, piles of sheets, and hundreds of cups, saucers and plates, but they 

also displayed all sorts of chinaware on racks and ledges. Especially in the first half 

of the 18th century, the more well to do must have truly wrestled with space. Until 

specific storage cabinets for chinaware appeared on the scene in the mid-18th-

century, in some houses even the cupboard beds were used as storage space. Two 

hundred pieces of porcelain per household in an 18th-century upper-class family 

was not an exceptional situation. 

The sheer amount must have been eye-catching, as must have been the collected 

objects themselves: most of them were shiny and remained so as the years went by. 

Chintz, painted and polished furniture, mirrors, glazed pottery, enamelled porcelain 

and Delftware: what most objects that were added to the domestic interior in the 

17th and 18th centuries seem to have in common was their shiny surface and bright 

colouring. 

Apart from the number of items and their qualities, also the ways in which they 

were arranged suggest abundance. It often happened for example that an extra 

(small] kitchen for cooking purposes was furnished apart from the so-called inner 

kitchen that often was not used at all. 

As far as the world outdoors was concerned, the wide spread of silver and gold 

ornamental garments could not remain unnoticed, among which the ornamental 

'headpiece' was one of the most impressive and exquisite. Earlier, in the 17th 

century, such headpieces had functioned as small and barely-visible functional 

items, but during the course of the 18th century they developed into large casques. 



FIGURE 1 Portrait of Krijntje Koster [Maassluis, 1779-18161. Gemeentemuseum Maassluis, around 1810 
Aquarel on paper, 12.2 xl 0.4 x 1.7 em © Gemeentemuseum Maassluis 

Combined with contemporary textual, visual and material sources, the inventories 

point at a material culture which over the course of the 18th century became 

recognized and since then has been labelled as characteristic of farmers, fishermen 

and those classes of society that were affiliated with them. The Dutch word often 

used to indicate this way of dealing with goods is the word pronken. 

What was performed here? And what were the effects of these ways of displaying 

artefacts? These are the questions on which this article focuses. Analysing the 

material culture in 18th-century Maassluis, I will argue that such pronken was not 

only important for the flaunting of wealth, but that it furthermore performed a 

social and culture role within the peoples' bond with religion, family life and the 

local community, Luxury goods functioned within the local context as markers 

of collectively shared norms and values: through their material culture, the 

inhabitants of Maassluis emphasized the importance they attached to God, the 

bible, the community, homely life, family relations, birth and marriage. Moreover, I 

argue that the flaunting of material goods had an emancipatory effect: by flaunting 

their possessions people made themselves more visible. Furthermore, combining 

probate inventories with other sources, it seems that by displaying goods while not 

using them in an everyday context for practical purposes, the [courtly and urban] 

aristocratic model with its preoccupation on 'civilized manners', its preoccupation 

for refined ways of handling luxury goods in everyday settings, was contested. 1 This 

contestation may not necessarily have been a conscious form of resistance, it may 

also have been simply the result of the fact that people appropriated goods according 

to their own, locally determined experience.2 But the actual practices of display and 

the way these practices were commented upon, might indeed have generated some 

effect and played a rol.e in developing an awareness for local customs. 

Elaborating on these points, in the second part of this article I will relate to Jan de 

Vries' recently published work The Industrious Revolution. First, the question will be 

put forward whether we can consider 18th-century Dutch material culture to be as 

uniform as Jan de Vries considered it to be in the late 17th century, writing: "By the 

late 17th century the striking feature of Dutch material culture is its uniformity. The 

basic forms of expressing status and achieving comfort were remarkably similar 

between city and country, and between rich and poor. It was the cost and specific 

quality rather than the types of objects and their general form that differed."3 Having 

compared -our findings for Maasluis with those for another community [namely the 

garrison town of Doesburgl, I am inclined to claim that as far as the 18th-century 

is concerned, the striking feature of Dutch material culture is diversity instead of 

uniformity, at least if we look at the ways in which objects were actually used. 

Apart from reflecting on matters of uniformity or diversity, I will also reflect on the 

concepts of Old and New Luxury as they were introduced by Jan de Vries. Was it 

New Luxury, a strive for more comfort and pleasure, which we find in Maassluis? I 

am inclined to say no, because the Maasssluis' inventories show us a sort of luxury 

that did not automatically make daily live more comfortable, at least not in the 

sense that all those consumer goods which people possessed were actually used. 

Cf. A. BAILEY, Flaunting. Style and the Subversive Male Body in Renaissance England, Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 
2007. Baily shows how in Renaissance EngLand certain young men using sumptuous apparel to make a spectacle of 
themseLves did not assume the elite signs of privilege, but appropriated them for their own ends. 

2 see also O. LOFGREN, 'The Sweetness of Home. Class, Culture and Family Life in Sweden', in, Ethnologia Europea. 14119841 

p. 142-159, P. O. CHRISTIANSEN. 'Peasant adaptation to bourgeois culture? CLass formation and cultural redefinition in the 
Danish countryside" in, Ethnologia Scandinavica 119781. p. 98-152. E. Doelman, 'Der Lehnstuhl. "VerbUrgerlichung' der 

materielLer Kultur im land lichen Raum der Niederlande', in: T. DEKKER e.a. eds., Ausbreitung bOrgerlicher Kultur in den 
Nieder/anden und Nordwestdeutschland. MUnster, Coppenrath, 1991, p. 173-195. 

3 J. DE VRIES, The Industrious Revolution. Consumer Behavior and the Household economy, 1650 to the present. Cambridge, 

Cambridge University Press, 2008, p. 57. 



Pronken as a performative practice 

One may consider the phenomenon of pronken as described above as a form of 

conspicuous consumption, as the lavish spending on goods mainly for the purpose 

of displaying income or wealth. The concept of conspicuous consumption was 

introduced by Thorstein Veblen in 1899 in The Theory of the Leisure Class. According 

to Veblen, this kind of behaviour results from individual efforts to outdo one another 

and a desire to excel one's neighbours in the accumulation of goods, in orderto attain 

or maintain social status. Veblen's theory of conspicuous consumption has been 

critized among others by sociologist Colin Campbell. Part of Campbell's critique 

is that the theory is too vague, that it cannot been tested. Should conspicuous 

consumption for example be considered as the result of rational or instinctive 

behaviour, and what are the precise motives or intentions behind it? Veblens' texts 
are not explicit enough on this issue, Campbell argues. 4 

Interestingly, it has been noted that Campbell's own theories on consumption are 

equally difficult to test. Trying to understand the history of consumer behaviour by 

taking the role of emotions into concern, as sociologist Campbell does, brings all 

kinds of fundamental questions to the fore, which - as it appears - we are only in 
the beginning of getting some grip on.5 

Looking at phenomenons such as conspicuous consumption and flaunting, at 

least it seems wise not to stick to the traditional distinction between conscious 

and unconscious behaviour, and to be aware of the multiple ways in which the 

material and the visual appeal to people's senses, as they are located between 

the physical and the cognitive.6 What about, for example, the aesthetics of glazed 

earthenware, porcelain, chintzes, gold an silver? What about the sensations of joy 

and excitement people experience dreaming about, imagining or actually entering 

a room full of brightly coloured Chinaware? What about the sensations of touching 

glazed, glittering items? Moreover, even the thought of owning goods which are 

considered by people as highly valuable for economic, aesthetic or other reasons, 
may make people longing for them. 

4 C. CAMPBEll, 'Conspicuous confusion? A critique of VeLben's theory of conspicuous consumption', Sociological Theory 13 
[19951, p. 37-47. See aLso H. NIJBOER, De fatsoenering van het bestaan. Consumptie in Leeuwarden tijdens de Gouden Eeuw. 
Amsterdam, 2007, Phd-thesis. 

5 see e.g. C.CAMPBEll, The Romantic Ethic and the Spirit of modern consumerism, Oxford and Cambridge, Blackwell, 1987; 
Idem, 'Understanding traditional and modern patterns of consumption in eighteenth-century England: a charactar
action approach', in: J. BREWER and R. PORTER eds., Consumption and the World of Goods. London& New York, Routledge, 
1993, p. 40-57. 

6 See for historical research on the senses: H. ROOOENBURG, Anthropologists, Historians, and the Pulse of the Archive, 

Amsterdam, VU University, 2010. See also R. BENDIX led.1. The Senses. Etnofoor XViii 120051. D. MORGAN, Visual Piety. A 
History and Theory of Popular Religious Images. Berkeley / Los Angeles / London, University of California Press, 1998, 

Idem, The Sacred Gaze. Religious Visual Culture in Theory and Practice. Berkely and Los Angeles, University of California 

Press, 2005. D. MORGAN, led.1. Religion and Material Culture. The Matter of Belief. New York & London, Routledge, 2009 and 

J. VERRIPS, Body and Mind: Material for a Never-ending Intellectual Odyssey', in: D. MORGAN led!., Religion and Material 
Culture. The Matter of Belief. New York & London, Routledge, 2009, p. 21-39. 

Following Pierre Bourdieu, Judith Butler and others, I furthermore find it insightful 

to look at the phenomenon of pronken primarily as a performative practice which 

do not so much reflect, but rather create social and cultural distinctions. Thus in 

this article, the question is not so much what the specific intentions or motives 

behind practices of pronken were, or what the function of pronken was, but what 

was performed, what was created in these practicesJ 

Performing female virtues and 
familial bonds 

Studying the phenomenon of pronken, one inevitably enters the never ending 

debate about gender specific patterns in consumption practices. Luxury was, and 

still often is, associated with female desire, and the same counts for the practice 

of pronken as described above, the display of household goods such as Chinaware, 

printed Indian cottons and silver cutlery, nullifying their practical qualities.B 

Indeed, according to several authors in the 17th and 18th centuries, women especially 

showed a tendencyfor' conspicuous consumption' that resulted in 'useless' displays. 

For example, in his burlesque De huwelijken staat published in 1684, doctor Pieter 

Bernagie mocked the husband who "lives in a big house, but [who] is not allowed 

to use it. He is even not allowed to enter the best room only to smell it, the women 

also enter this room only twice a year, in May and at All Saints' Day, when they clean 

it. During the rest of the year, the room is shut."9 

Other authors depicted women as hysterical collectors of ceramics. In Het groot 

Ceremonie-boek (1735), Van Laar created a character called Johan, who claims that 

the most foolish of all foolish human behaviours is the enthusiasm that 'Burgers 

Vrouwen' show in arranging cabinets with old, fragile porcelain: "these women 

are ruining their husbands."lo Since villages such as Maassluis could in fact be 

characterized as a women's domain for several months a year (when the men were 

at sea), the Maassluis interiors may have been considered as the embodiment of 

such female 'foolishness'. 
On the other hand, it may be noted that the distinction between household goods 

for everyday use and those for display at least created the possibility to keep some 

areas in the house orderly and clean, and thus to display - or perform - virtues such 

7 P. BOUROlEU, P., La Distinction, Critique saciale du jugement, Paris, Les Editions de Minuit, 1979. J. BUTLER, Gender Trouble. 

Feminism and the subversion 01 Identity. New York/London, Routledge 1990. 

8 M. BERG and E. EGER, Luxury in the Eighteenth Century. Debate, Desires and Delectable Goods. Houndmills etc., Palgrave 

McMillan, 2003, p. 163 e.v. 
9 In Dutch: 'Hy woont wei in een groat huis, maer hy mag het niet gebruiken, Op de beste kamer mag hy niet eens komen ruiken, 

Want de Vrouwen kamen der zelf maar twe mael in 't Jaar, dat zyn ze gewaon, Dat is te mey, en te Alderheyligen, dan maaken 

ze schoon. Anders is die altyd geslooten: P. Bernagie, De huwelijken staat, 1684, p. 35. 

10 C. VAN LAAR, Het groat Ceremonie-boek 117351. p. 415. 



as order and purity. Popular moralists such as Jacob Cats considered the kitchen to 

be a place ruled by women, who functioned as defenders of the honour of the family. 

Thus, keeping one kitchen for display only could be interpreted as an indication 

of something honourable, with the best kitchen being seen as an embodiment of 

the housewife's carefulness. 11 It is also in this context that we probably should 

interpret the presence of no less than three kitchens in the house of the Maassluis 

notary Cornelis van Dam and his wife Laurentia Suijker. The inventory from 1717 

mentions an inner kitchen (binnenkeuken!. a 'living-kitchen' [woonkeuken!. and a 

kitchen for cooking [kookkeukenl. The difference in status between them becomes 

immediately clear: the inner kitchen contained six Spanish walnut chairs, covered 

with green cloth, the living kitchen contained a set of five brown chairs and three 

matching armchairs, and the cooking kitchen only had five old chairs.12 

Throughout the house, people were reminded of the female virtues by images on 

tiles and wooden objects, and by texts painted on kitchenware and on signs often 

positioned close to the front door.13 

FIGURE 2 ! Dish. incomplete. blue inscription painted on a white background 
Schoon gewaschen net gevouwen, is de pronk der jonge vrouwen, Beverwijk, around 1800 

© Archeologische werkgroep Beverwijk-Heemskerk. 

Many of these reminders may have been quotes from well known moralistic songs 

and poems that celebrated the female virtues. For instance, an anonymous 17'h

century poem praised the linen cupboard in the following way: "Come along, Dutch 

11 M. CORBEAU, 'Pronken en koken. Beeld en realiteit van keukens in het vroegmoderne Hollandse binnenhuis', in: G. 
ROOUAKKERS red .. l4ensen en Dingen. Volkskundig Bulletin 191199313, p. 373. 

12 Rijksarchief in Zuid-Holland, Den Haag, Oud-Rechterlijk Archief Maassluis, inv. nr. 185. 

13 I. VELDMAN e.a., De Bijbel in Huis. Bijbelse verhalen op huisraad in de zeventiende en achttiende eeuw. Cat. Exhib. Utrecht, 

Het Catharijneconvent, Zwolle, Waanders, 1992. NB. The late 17th century Arnout van Overbeeke wrote in his Anecdota 

sive historiae jocosae that one day, he visited Maassluis with a certain lady ['Juffrouw N.N.), reading 'all the rhymes 

and devises that are in front of the doors ( ..... al de refereyntjes and devisen die voor de deuren staen'l A. VAN OVERBEKE, 
Anecdota sive historiae jocosae, 1991, p. 353. 

maiden, make yourself at home. Behold, linen neatly piled as high as mountains. 

Expensive laces, all kinds of satins. Which shine brighter than the stars. Silks in 

copious variety, Which would eclipse the wardrobe of a queen, Come, lady, with 

many guests, To this rich bride and groom, All the precious beauty of the world is 

gathered in this cupboard, this treasure is to be admired!"14 

Apart from showing off the evidence of female virtue, the display of luxury goods 

also performed a role in the cycles of life and familial duty. Because a substantial 

part of the items kept in those linen cupboards consisted of gifts that were given 

and received on occasions such as births and marriages, the display of these riches 

emphasised and reinforced familial bonds. 

Interesting in this context are the explicit mentions of 'pronkvoorwerpen' in probate 

inventories, such as little pronk-emmertjes [show-buckets!' pronk-ketels [show

kettles!, pronk-stoelen [show-chairs!, and pronk-lakens [show-bedlinenl. Probably 

these objects were given as wedding gifts, though the same may be said for the 

numerous collections of small silver' dolls objects' that together formed a miniature 

world, with tiny tankards, men, horses, lions, and household goods such as linen

presses, teapots and irons.15 Presuming that the collections of pronk-items [and 

miniature objects) indeed were inherited and as a rule passed on from one generation 

to the other, such displays also showed the continuity of the family line. 

FIGURE 3 ! Detail of one of a pair of petit feu small platters, Delft, ca. 1780 © Aronson Antiquairs, 
Amsterdam 

14 In Dutch, T .. J Comt vry hier, HoLLandsch wyf, comt vryelyck te gast / Hier vindt gy linnegoet by bergen opgetast / hier vindt 

ge kostbre kant, hier aLlerlei satynen / Waarvoor in gLans en gloor de starren zelfs verdwynen / Hier vindt men zyden staf 

en keur van overvloet / Een koninginne kast voar deze wyken moet / Comt, vrouwe hier te 9a5t en camt by gansche hoopen 

/ Naer deze rycke bruit en bruigom toegeLoopen / Al wat de aarde schoons en kostelyks bevat / Is in dees kast versaemt, 
aenschouwt gy in dees kastl"" Cited in A.W. FRANCKEN, Het (even onzer voorouders in de gouden eeuw. Den Haag, 5toL5, 1942, 

p. 47. Francken does not mention the poet's name. See also H. 01881T5, 'Between Society and Family Values: The Linen 

Cupboard in Early-modern Households', in: A. SCHUURMAN en P. SPIER EN BURG eds., Private Domain, Public Inquiry. Families and 

life-styles in the Netherlands and Europe, 1550 to the present. Hilversum, Verloren, 1996, p. 125-145. 

15 Another possibility is that these silver miniature objects were received as maternity gifts. All kinds of items, including 

decorated earthenware pots, glasses and pipes were part of life cycle rituals, see: 1. THOEN, 'Grafter kookpotten en hertrouwende 

weduwen. Connotaties van een zeventiende-eeuws gebruiksvoorwerp', in, Volkskundig Bulletin 2311997J 2, p. 107-126; Idem, 

Strategic affection? Gift exchange in seventeenth-century Holland. Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press, 2006. 



In the Maassluis archives, many examples can be found of people who were busy 

dividing their possessions between their heirs, presumably according to the idea 

that patterns of culture could be passed on from one generation to the other by the 

bequest of household goods. The bible and its stand were given to a dear relative, 

as was the linen chest together with the pots that belonged to it. By doing so, 

identities were reaffirmed or revised: by inheriting the possessions of deceased 

relatives, one's own identity could be incorporated by the heirs.'6 A substantial part 

of the items displayed being made of earthenware, porcelain or other breakable 

materials, the 'best kitchens' and 'best rooms' also ensured that a stabile and 

sedentary way of living, in which there was no frequent need to move, existed. 

SacraUzing the profane 

What position did the church take in respect to these forms of performative display? 

And what role did religion play when it came to pronken? In Maassluis, the majority 

of the population belonged to the Dutch Reformed Church, and considering [for 

example) the widespread possession of bibles displayed on a stand, religion 

seems to have played an important role in daily life. In contrast to what is often 

presumed, the Dutch Reformed Church did not proclaim that people should refrain 

from all luxury. The 17th-century moralist Petrus Wittewrongel even wrote in his 

Oeconomia christiana ofte Christelicke huys-houdinghe, "Not only are we allowed to 

furnish our dwellings with things that are needed, it is also allowed to strive for our 

comfort and the enjoyment of abundance."'7 Other moralists may have been less 

mild than Wittewrongel in this respect, but nonetheless, one could say in general 

that furnishings and dress had to be sober but not necessarily poor. The Reformed 

Church may even have advocated pronken as discussed in this context.'s 

Seen from a theological perspective, the practice of keeping apart certain objects 

from everyday life, is evidently a form of sanctification. The Sunday dress is perhaps 

the most well known example, but in probate inventories one comes across several 
other objects explicitly indicated as items kept apart for the Sunday.'9 

16 See aLso C. MCDANNEL, Material Christianity, Religion and popular culture in America. New Haven/London, YaLe University 
Press, 1995 esp. chapter 3, The Bible in the Victorian Home, p. 67-102; A. KOMTER, Het Geschenk. Over de verschillende 

betekenissen van geven. Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press, 1997, p. 127. For examples of goods bequeathed by 
Maassluis' villagers, see: H. Dr8BlTs, 'Between Society and FamiLy VaLues', p. 142-144. 

17 'Niet aileen en mag hen wij Dock/ met aUeen noodighen huys-raet oose wooningen stoffeeren: ende van aUes/ wat SOD 

in de keucken, ende de bysondere kameren, tot nootsaeckelick gebruyck (. .. J vereyscht wert. Het is Dock geoorLoft, daer 
in ons gemack, ende het gerief tot overvloet te be-oogen', p, WITTEWRONGEL, Oeconomia christiana ofte Christelicke huys
houdinghe IIIAmsterdam, 16611. p. 145·147, as cited in: M. CDRBEAU, 'Pranken en koken', p. 378. 

18 Forms of conspicuous consumption related to food were regarded as more problematic, The reverend Franciscus 
Ridderus, whose books were found in several Maassluis' inventories, rejected exquisite dishes and tableware, and he 
made clear that people should not organize dinners too often, dine too long, and certainly refrain from exquisite meals 
at funerals. F. RIDDERUS, OageUjckse huys-catechisatie, 1659, oospr. 1652, p. 406. 

19 There must exist contemporary theological literature on the 'heiliging', the sanctification or 'keeping apart' of household 
goods, clothing and domestic space for Sundays, but I have not found it yet. 

In a rather implicit way, we may read one of Franciscus Ridderus' dialogues in 

his booklet Dagelijksche Huysoeffeninge in this way. Discussing the topic of wealth 

[rijkdommenl, Ridderus explains in 'De sesde samenspraeck' that one was allowed 

to work in order to get earthly goods, and that they could be received in gratefullness, 

but always in such a way that one's eye and heart was directed at the Lord. 2o 

FIGURE 4 I P:cter Van BulJC' 
Boijmans-var, Beuningc!l, Ro~~er 

/ 15.7 em, around 1700 Museum 
teapot and cups and saucer 

20 See D,J. BUDDING, 'Franciscus Ridderus, Zijn Leven en zijn opvattingen aangaande het HeiLige Avondmaal onderzocht 
en vergeleken met enkele karakteristieke vertegenwoordigers uit de Reformatie en de Nadere Reformatie.' in: 
Oocumentatieblad Nadere Reformatie 7 119831 3 p. 73·108, here 98. 



FIGURE 5 i Mid-1S"' -century cupboard with a biblical scene: Abraham sacrificing Isaac [Genesis 22:11-121. 
Collection Nederlands Openluchtmuseum Arnhem © Nederlands Openluchtmuseum Arnhem 

Presumably, pronken should be understood as being part of a process labelled by 

the historian Willem Frijhoff as 'the Christian ritualisation of everyday culture'. 

This was a process in which various forms of sociability - drinking tea for example

but apparently also everyday artefacts became 'sanctified' .21 The craving for luxury 

in home furnishings and dress may have been considered a sin by most moralists, 

but things were different as far as the celebration of Sundays, important occasions 

within one's life, and female virtues such as good housekeeping were concerned. 

This may also explain why the 18th-century ethnographer Le Francq van Berkhey 

found 'Pronk-bedstedes' in the northern provinces of Holland ornamented with 

chintz and various sorts of other cottons and lace These bedsteads, Le Francq 

noted, looked just like a domestic altar.22 

As anthropologists and ethnologists studying religious culture from a practice 

oriented approach have repeatedly remarked, the division usually made between 

the sacred and the profane should be questioned.23 

Focusing on everyday practices studying early modern material culture, it further 

appears that traditional custom and consumption are not incompatible, as John 

Styles has noted. 24 In fact, quite the contrary is true; luxury goods can be used for 

celebrating communal values. By the display of shiny, bright, new, or new-looking 

gear, the villagers celebrated family ties and community life outdoors on Sundays, 

on market days and on major occasions such as weddings and funerals. In the next 

paragraphs the focus will shift to these communal aspects of pronken. 

21 w. FRIJHOFF, 'Vraagtekens bij het vroegmoderne kersteningsoffensief' in: G. ROOIJAKKERS en T. VAN OER ZEE [ed.!. Religieuze 
volkscultuur. De spanning tussen de voorgeschreven orde en de geleelde praktijk. Nijmegen. SUN, 1986, p. 71-98. See also 
DIBBITs. Vertrouwd bezit. Materiele Cultuur in Doesburg en Maassluis. 1650-1800. Nijmegen, SUN. 2001. p. 164, for the way 
in which new forms of sociability reLated to the introduction of coffee and tea were aLso sanctified, An illustrative example 
offers a poem by reverend Kasparus Alardin, titled "Vergeestelijkt en hemels thee-gebruyk. ofte beknopte overbrenging 
van de thee, geestelijk op Christus Jesus toegepast, tot demping van wereltse en ydele discoursen onder het thee

drinken [16961. An explicit reference to the relation between drinking tea and the church can be found in HindeLoopen, in 
Friesland, where the front of the church is decorated with a tea kettle. See S.J. VAN OER MOLEN, Ditland van elf steden, z.j .. 
p. 113. 

22 LE FRANca VAN BERKHEY wrote: 'Oeeze Pronk-Bedstede is versierd met Chitzen. Katoenen en andere Spreien; op dezelven 
Liggen groote Hoofdkussens, die met breede kanten bezet, en vooral by de LandLieden. met veeLerLeie Linten, op eene 
zeLdzaame keurige wyze, gestikt en gekwikt zyn. [...] Oit geeft voor een Zuid-hollander. wanneer hy zulks voor de eerste 
maal ontmoet, eene zeer vreemde vertooning. Hij ziet eene hoDge Bedstede met kleene Deurtjes; en aLs dezeLven 
geopend worden. ontdekt hy iets. dat ruim zoo wet naar een net getooid Altaar, aLs naar een Bed zweemt: J. LE FRANca 
VAN BERKHEY, Natuurlyke historie van Holland. 1773. deelll1.2, p. 943. 

23 As has been stressed also by a.o. C. MCOANNELL, Material Christianity. 
24 J. STYLES, 'Custom or Consumption? Plebeian Fashion in Eighteenth-Century England', in: BERG AND EGER eds., Luxury in 

the Eighteenth Century, p. 103-115. 113. 



Differences in material culture in the 
Netherlands 

It is tempting to regard Maassluis as a model for the Dutch Republic as a whole, as 

a model for the world we know from historical accounts about the Netherlands with 

its love for porcelain, Delftware, tea and other novel luxuries. 

FIGURE 6 i Dish. polychrome pottery, ca. 40 em, Delft, around 1700, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam i 
© Rijksmuseum Amsterdam 

Maassluis' material culture was indeed 'urban', in the sense that innovations 

spread rapidly among the local population, and all kinds of new forms of sociability 

developed. In addition to this, part of the performative display discussed above 

could also be found in cities such as Amsterdam and Rotterdam. City dwellings 

also had best kitchens and best rooms. Moreover all sorts of cultural exchanges 

existed between cities and villages. 

But does this mean that we can consider 18th -century Dutch material culture to 

be as uniform as Jan de Vries considered it to be in the late 17th century in The 

Industrious Revolution? 

In my opinion, some restrictions should be made. First, it should be noted that 

outside the urbanized coastal provinces one encounters a completely different 

world. Comparing for example Maassluis with Doesburg, a town in the eastern 

part of the Netherlands, interesting differences in material culture become clearly 

visible. 25 Also in Doesburg considerable changes of daily routine took place in the 

early modern period, and new modes of sociability were created alongside the 

introduction of new luxury goods such as tea and coffee. In this provincial town 

however, we encounter a world where the use of objects strongly depended on their 

practical value. Not only did the number of goods per household remain relatively 

low, people also made a habit of actually using and re-using most household goods. 

In Doesburg, a culture of scarcity seems to have prevailed. It was a place where 

even in the more well to do families, people repaired and altered clothing, glued 

together broken chinaware, and mended copper kettles. 

Being a multiform market town with a differentiated population surrounded by small 

hamlets and country estates, Doesburg had much in common with other provincial 

towns in the inland provinces. Furthermore, as a garrison town that continuously 

accommodated large groups of soldiers using citizens' private possessions, its 

inhabitants will have shared experiences with the inhabitants of other garrison 

towns both within and outside the Dutch Republic. The regular presence of strangers 

in a private house must have had far reaching consequences for the choices people 

made in the way they furnished their dwellings: while in villages such as Maassluis, 

ample opportunities were found for flaunting collections of fragile items such as 

porcelain, the situation was different in garrison towns. 

Analysis of probate inventories in combination with other sources further suggests 

that there was a marked influence of [courtly or urban) aristocratic flaunting 

repertoires in Doesburg. As such, cultural distinctions were established by 

cultivating refinement: (refined) cooking and eating took a central position in many 

Doesburg households, while [refined) tableware kept for prank took the central 

position in many Maassluis households.26 

May we conclude that the Doesburgers were ambassadors of the Old Luxury, 

while the Maassluis villagers can be seen as the ambassadors of the New Luxury? 

According to Jan de Vries' definition, Old Luxury was one that strove for grandeur 

and exquisite refinement and was defined by royal courts, while New Luxury strove 
for comfort and pleasure, and was generated by urban society.27 

Though I find the argument in which the concepts of Old and New Luxury are 

introduced by De Vries inspiring, one of the main reasons why I don't use his 

concept here is that New Luxury suggests that luxury goods such as the chintzes 

and porcelain were used in an everyday context, bringing more comfort. However, 

in Maassluis many people owned luxury goods, but this does not necessarily imply 

that they were used. In 1754, in the house of doctor and burgomaster Joan Willlem 

Metternach and his family for example, a room filled only with porcelain was to be 

25 D!BBITS, Vertrouwd bezit. 
26 DIBBITs, Vertrouwd bezit, p. 310. 
27 DE VRIES, The fndustrious Revolution. 



found. It must have been an impressive sight, but the room itself was not furnished 

comfortably, with only a bedstead, a bed and eleven chairs, but no table or lighting 

and in the hearth only one pair of tongs. 28 Consequentially, the ownership of luxury 

objects does not imply that everyday life became more 'comfortable': many of the 

luxury goods people acquired were displayed in rooms that were used only on 

special occasions, if at all. 

This leads us to the second restriction that should be made in respect to the 

conclusion that material culture in The Netherlands was remarkably uniform. 

Within the coastal provinces, differences in material culture between the cities and 

their surrounding rural areas also existed. One of the most intriguing examples 

of this is the development of the oorijzer [or earpiece), a plain iron headband that 

served to keep the caps generally worn by women in shape. During the 18th century, 

such headpieces went out of fashion in the big[ger) towns; in Maassluis however, as 

in other villages, they developed into valuable and eye-catching pieces of jewellery: 

together with other garments and accessories, they came to be part of a style of 

dressing that had numerous local variants. 

All of the variants however had one thing in common: the women who dressed in 

this way were recognizable in a single glance as being from the country. In some 

villages earpieces were worn by almost all local women except the wives of non

local dignitaries or those affiliated with the urban elites. Apart from the fishing 

village of Maassluis, this pattern also becomes visible in nearby Maasland, where 

even the rich trades-peoples wives followed the example of the farmers wives 

in the sense that they continued to wear headpieces.29 In the villages of Weesp 

and Weesperkarspel near Amsterdam, the situation was slightly different: here 

headpieces in particular were apparently associated with the agrarian class, and 

the wives of local trades-people parted with their earpieces as early as the first 

half of the 18th century, preferring to concentrate on nearby and metropolitan 

Amsterdam where the headpieces had grown out of fashion. 30 

By wearing local dress, village people showed a self-consciousness that 

accentuated their community bond. Indoors, the same development can be noticed 

as the urban elites replaced their linen cupboards with fashionable cabinets 

and banned their Delftware to the cooking kitchens while villagers consciously 

cherished their linen cupboards and Delftware items as pronkstukken. 31 

This process of traditionalisation, as it has been called, was not a result of isolation, 

nor can it be regarded as a form of resistance to change: in fact, this development 

28 Rijksarchief Zuid-Holland, Den Haag: Notarieel Archief Maassluis, inv.nr. 5556,51. 
29 J.J. VOSKUIL, Boedelbeschrijvingen als bron voar de kennis van groepsvorming en groepsgedrag' in: Volkskundig Bulletin 

13 (19871 p. 30-58. 
30 H. VAN KOOLBERGEN, 'De materiiHe cultuur van Weesp en WeesperkarspeL in de zeventiende en achttiende eeuw: in: 

Volkskundig Bulletin 9 (198311, 3-52. 
31 H. D18BlTs, 'Between society and family values', See for the diffusion of Delftware VAN KOOLBERGEN, 'De materieLe cultuur 

van Weesp en Weesperkarspel: 

should be seen as part of a more general process of 'modernisation', in which 

many innovations were appropriated. What differed was the way in which objects 

were used: new textiles such as chintz from the Orient [for example) were used 

for Sunday clothes and not for domestic wear aswas the case among the wealthy 

bourgeoisie. 

Town and countryside in 
18 th -century Europe 

Pronken with consumer items was not something typical for Maassluis, nor 

something typically Dutch, nor can it be claimed that only the rural communities 

in the Dutch provinces were affluent enough to acquire such goods to flaunt with. 

Even the debate about flaunting was not typically Dutch: as has been noted, during 

the 18th century people began to discuss what came to be known as the luxury 

of peasants [by which they meant the growing opulence in some sectors of the 

rural communities) in several parts of Europe. For Tuscany, in the second half of 

the 18th century, moralists noted: 'Store-bought purchases, particularly in urban 

shops, are growing. For weddings, tables are as bountiful as those of the wealthiest 

and most dissolute Eastern people. L..J Peasants living near cities have been seen 

attending urban theatres. But in particular clothing reveals the growing opulence 

of rural families. L .. J The churches, on Sundays, are now places of ostentation and 

luxurious and multi-coloured fabrics, naturally to the detriment of religion.'32 

In the Swedish fishing community of Ockero, where ownership and display of 

objects made of copper, pewter and silver was widespread and inventories also 

mentioned porcelain plates, mirrors and objects for making coffee and tea, the local 

elite was explicitly critical about the way some of their inhabitants flaunted their 

possessions. At a parish meeting of 1793, the extravagant display of luxury articles 

was condemned by the councillors, who said that: .... farm hands and young people 

who have got themselves pocket watches, silver shoe-buckles and meerschaum 

pipes should dispose of them.'33 

Ockero is an interesting case, since, like Maassluis, it was involved in herring 

fishery. Byron stresses however, that the forms of material display were well 

established long before the main influx of new settlers into the islands in the 1770s 

and the height of the fishery from 1790-1800. Furthermore, Ockero was situated 

near the large town of Goteborg, where both fashionable goods and urban ideas 

were available for the islanders. 

32 P. MALANIMA. 'Changing patterns in ruraL living conditions: Tuscany in the eighteenth century'. in: A. J. SHUURMAN and L. S. 
WALSH eds., Material culture: consumption, life-style, standard of living, 1500-1900. 84 Proceedings Eleventh International 
Economic History Congress, Milan, September 1994. Milan, Universit" Boccini,1994, p. 115-124, here p.120. 

33 R. BYRON, ·Domestic Organisation and Social Change in a Swedish Maritime Community' in: Ethnologia Scandinavia, vol. 
23 (19931. p. 58-72, here p. 67. 



FIGURE 7 ! Golden chatelaine, ca. 1680, Collection Nederlands, Openluchtmuseum Arnhem i 
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It remains to be examined more systematically to what extent the peasants in Tuscany 

and fishermen in Ockero and Maassluis shared repertoires of flaunting, both within 

their own communities and with the people living in cities near by. In the cities also, 

people celebrated the customary calendar and dressed in their Sunday dress, eliciting 

critical comments from the elite.34 As noted before, town and country people did indeed 

share a lot, if only because in the 18th century a major part of the urban population 

consisted of migrants from the countryside. What remains a fact, is that throughout 

Europe over the course of the 18th century specific styles of dress and domestic 

furnishing developed that were labelled, recognized and cultivated as 'rural'. 

34 See J. STYlES, 'Custom or Consumption? Plebeian Fashion in Eighteenth-Century England', p.112. 

Back in Maassluis 

Seeking to understand this development, it is worthwhile to return to Maassluis. 

Here, from the early 18th century onwards, the inventories witness the prominence 

of a group showing a marked interest for innovation, new consumer goods and 

new forms of sociability. This group, consisting of well-to-do representatives of the 

middle classes, appears to have exerted a strong influence: their innovative attitude 

enabled them to function as catalysts, bringing about a new cultural climate. 

Eagerly appropriating innovations, these people set about a re-evaluation and 

cultivation of the village life with which they were so familiar. The presence of the 

middle classes was thus effective in a double sense: they can be held partly responsible 

for dynamic changes in material culture, while also causing confidence and self

consciousness to grow among the population as a whole. This self-consciousness 

can be considered to be of great importance as a factor of cultural dynamics. 

The way in which the Maassluis tanner Hendrik Schim positioned himself is 

illustrative in this respect. Following the tradition of pastoral poetry, he published 

in 1737 a poem in which he explicitly opposed the rural population and urban 

citizens, telling for example of how rurals on festive days took great care to dress 

up in brand new clothes, consciously tailored in the old-fashioned way. As for their 

choice of jewellery, the poem suggests that peasants mostly opted for as much gold 

and glittering accoutrements as possible, preferring items of jewellery that were 

designed to be conspicuous.35 Twenty years earlier, the poet Rotgans (1708) had 

written a very similar poem about farmers' girls with their necklaces of red coral and 

skirts that had been lying in a cupboard, waiting to be worn only on special days.36 

In fact, already in the early 17th century there had been a development of stereotypical 

images of farmers and fishermen that had developed together with the notion that 

the Dutch Republic had become 'Frenchified', and that previously normal values and 

customs considered as essential to the identity of the Republic were lost. As parts 

of the elite seemed to affiliate with courtly ways of behaviour, so the stereotypical 

image of the rude, uncivilised peasant became less negative, Traces of this can 

already be found in the early 17th century among authors such as Roemer Visscher 

and Gerbrand Adriaensz Bredero, and in the midst of the 17th century among painters 

such as Jan Steen, 37 As early as about 1700, next to the Parisian dolls dressed in 

fashionable dress, dolls dressed in local dress were also made.38 While parts of the 

elite trained themselves in the use of consumer goods in a 'courtly' manner, others 

35 H. SCH!M, Oichttafereien, bestaende in hofgedichten. zinnebeelden, en zedezangen. Maassluis 1737. 
36 ROTGANS, Boerekermis 11708}. See also anonym. Thirsis Minnewit learly 18'" century}. 
37 M. MEIJER DREES, Andere landen. andere mens en. De beeldvorming van Holland versus Spanje en Engeland omstreeks 1650. 

Den Haag, Sdu Uitgevers,1997. 
38 In a Hindeloopen inventory, mention is made of a "opgemaeckte pop op het Hindeloopers gecleed" ia doll dressed in 

local Hindelooper dressl, see S. J. VAN DER MOLEN, De Hindelooper woonku/tuur, 1967, p. 60. 
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seem to have been sandwiched between the striving for affiliation with the 'courtly' 

elites on the one hand, and their rural relatives on the other. 

The development of locally cultivated cultures may have been stimulated by local 

notables as Hendrik Schim, but also by members of the 'old' elites living in cities 

such as Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Being the proud owners of countryseats, these 

elites withdrew from noisy city life in the 18th century, temporarily or otherwise. At the 

same time, their interest in both the (in their viewl idyllic and romantic sides of daily 

life in the country and the technical aspects of farming grew. Some patricians even 

went to Maassluis to see it for themselves, as if it was a curious attraction, and they 

wrote about it. One of them was Balthasar Huydecoper, who in 1730 even mentioned 

Maassluis as a 'famous fishing village' .39 In the same way as tourists nowadays visit 

Volendam to see a fishing-village, in the 18th century they visited Maassluis. An 

example is Le Francq van Berkhey, one of the late 18th century ethnographers who 

described the local differences in dress and customs of fishermen, farmers and 

townspeople, both systematically and in a detailed way. It was here, in this village, 

that he encountered the authentic keepers of Dutch identity, and the kind of prank 

that needed to be cherished, not only as local but above all as national cultural 

heritage. Thus yet another meaning was added to the term het pranken. 

Conclusion 

In the 17th and 18th centuries, various sorts of flaunting of one's material goods 

existed, each of which could have had various meanings and performed various 

roles, In Maassluis the flaunting of one's porcelain collection and Indian cottons 

was part of a lifestyle in which the flaunting of one's family bible, silver, birth and 

wedding gifts, and Sunday clothes played an important role, 

What was performed through the flaunting, and what was the effect? At least 

the result was not necessarily more comfort in the sense that these precious 

possessions were used in an everyday context. Through the specific way of pronken 

as described above, the attachment to Christian virtues, family bonds and the local 

community was expressed, 

Through performative display people made themselves visible outdoors on market 

days and major occasions such as weddings and funerals, but also indoors with 

the display of shiny goods in prankkeukens and 'best-rooms'. The collective ways in 

which flaunting was practiced may have had a cohesive effect. Experiencing radical 

39 Balthasar Huydecoper wrote about the poetry by Hendrik Schim and other Maassluis' inhabitants, ""lk heb met 
verwondering gehoord en gezien hoe zeer De Liefde tot Taal en Dichtkunst op dat beroemde Visschersdorp bloeit" (R.A. 
Utrecht, arch. Huydecoper. inv. nr. 175. Balthasar Huydecoper aan Pieter van der Schelling te Rotterdam. juni 17301. 

economic, social and cultural change, the community bonds were accentuated 

through a collective ritualised, ceremonial use of objects in a way that turned into a 

means of image building, both for the people's own groups and for others. Gradually, 

a concern for what we would now call' cultural heritage' emerged. Sandwiched 

between those who adhered to the cultivation of [courtly and urbanI aristocratic 

modes of behaviour and those who adhered to rural custom, the local elites were 

the ones who may have played a central role in this dynamic development. 

Although important progress has been made in research on material culture, our 

focus too often remains primarily on the possession of consumer goods instead 

of on everyday practices and cultural differences in the actual use (or non-usel 

of objects. A focus on practices is important when researching luxury in the early 

modern period, since increased access to a wider range of commodities invited 

newer modes of behaviour that may have developed differently depending on the 

local context. While some people used their precious porcelain teacups for drinking 

tea, consciously refining their bodily gestures and modes of conversation as they did, 

others kept their teacups for display only, putting them safely away in a cupboard. 

More in general, historical research on material culture may profit from an 

ethnological and anthropological approach. Developments in ethnology and 

anthropology during the last two decades have made us aware not only of the fact 

that objects only become meaningful within specific settings. They have also made 

use aware of the need to pay more attention to the role of the senses in everyday 

life and the need to reconsider the dichotomies that have been regarded as self

evident for too long, such as the dichotomy between conscious and unconscious 

behaviour, and between the sacred and the profane. As is the case nowadays, also 

in the early modern period the confrontation with new, eye-catching, economically, 

socially, and culturally highly valued luxury goods must have strongly appealed to 

people's senses. Their appeal may have been even stronger as long as these goods 

were kept apart and fostered as special or even sacred objects. 

Hester Dibbits [1965), historian and ethnologist, is a researcher at the Meertens institute 
[Royal Academy of Arts and Sciences) in Amsterdam. Her special area of interest is 
material culture and the dynamics of identity both in the early modern period and in 
contemporary society. She obtained her PhD from the Free University in Amsterdam 
with a study based on a large sample of probate inventories [Vertrouwd Bezit. Materiele 
Cultuur in Doesburg en Maassluis, 1650-1800. Nijmegen, SUN, 2001). in 2003 Dibbits 
received a grant from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research for her 
research project Migration and Material Culture: The Domestic Interiors of Migrants and 
their Descendants. Presently Dibbits is parttime head curator at the Open Air Museum 
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